
Microeconomics 

 

 

- Demand curve (red) 

- Supply curve (black) 

• Economics is about  

– What to produce (cars or guns) 

– How to produce it (machines or humans) 

– , and Who consumes the produce (you or me) 

• Optimization with constraints 

- The key point in economics is choice, what the consumers choose: 

Unlimited wants, yet resources are scarce 

Choices people make given constraints 

- Economics is a behavioral or social science. 

- It generally deals with rational choice. 

- Economists use mathematical models. 

 

• The problem of scarcity 

- Scarcity is the excess of human wants over what goods and services are actually 
produced. 

Scarcity is the reason we have to make choices between alternatives. 

- We have a limited amount of resources (aka factors of production) 

Labor (units and skills) 

Land and raw materials 

Capital (inputs that have already been produced, e.g. factories, equipment, 
transportation, etc.) 
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- Market equilibrium is where… 

QD = QS 

 

dP + bP = a – c 

P(d + b) = a – c 

P* = (a – c) / (b + d) 

P* is the equilibrium price that equates quantity demanded  

and quantity supplied.  

 

• Elasticity 

- We know when prices go up, people will usually demand less of the product. 

We need to address the size or magnitude of this reaction.  

- Elasticity:  

Is the measurement of how changing one  economic variable effects others: 

If the price is raised, how much less will be sold? 

If the price is lowered, how much more will be sold? 

 

• The price elasticity of demand (PED) 

- Measures the sensitivity or responsiveness of the quantity demanded of a good to a 
change in its price 

 

- Note: elasticity ≠ slope!! 

- For a straight line, the slope remains constant while the elasticity varies as you move 
along the function. 

 

• PED rewritten 

- PED = (Δquantity demanded/Δprice) x (price/quantity demanded) 

- The arc elasticity of demand (between two points on a curve) 

- The point elasticity of demand (at a single point on a curve) 
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The income effect… Will be the adjustment to the change in real 
income.   

 

• Income and substitution effects 

- Substitution effect of a price change 

Always negative (remember the marginal rate of substitution) 

- Income effect of a price change 

Positive for a normal good and negative for an inferior good. 

- A Giffen good is: 

An inferior good whose demand increases as its price increases as a result of a positive 
income effect larger than the normal negative substitution effect. 

Imagine an inferior good that accounts for an extremely large proportion of a 
consumer’s income – a change in its price would have a significant effect on the 
consumer’s real income.  

 

• Revealed preference 

- Determines consumers’ preferences from observing their behaviour.  

- If a consumer faces two bundles, X and Y, and s/he chooses X when also Y was 
affordable, then we may say that bundle X is revealed preferred to Y.  

- We should expect her/him to always choose X instead of Y when both bundles are 
affordable.  

- If we see our consumer choosing Y instead of X then X has become unaffordable. 

Otherwise our consumer does not behave according to the theory.  

 

• Decisions 

- The three decisions that all firms must make include: 

How much output to supply 

How to produce that output 

How much of each input to demand 

 

• Three forms of business organisations 

- Sole trader 

Business owned by an individual 
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• Imperfect competition 

- Most markets will fall between the 2 extremes: pure monopoly and perfect competition 

- An imperfectly competitive firm 

Faces a downward-sloping demand curve… Not as steep as a monopoly and not as flat as 
PC 

Recognises its output price depends on the quantity of goods produced and sold 

Would like to sell more at the going price 

 

• Oligopoly and monopolistic competition 

- Monopolistic competition 

Many sellers  

Products are differentiated but substitutes 

Each firm has only limited ability to influence its output price 

No strategic interaction 

- Oligopoly 

An industry with few producers 

Strategic interaction… Each firm recognises that price depends both on its own actions 
and those of its rivals 

 

• Monopolistic competition 

- Many firms 

- Product differentiation 

Each firm produces a product that is at least slightly different from those of other firms. 

Rather than being a price taker, each firm faces a downward-sloping demand curve.  

- Free entry and exit 

The number of firms in the market adjusts until economic profits are zero 

 

• The monopolistically competitive firm in the short run 

- Short-run economic profits encourage new firms to enter the market. This: 

Increases the number of products offered. 

Reduces demand faced by firms already in the market. 

Incumbent firms’ demand curves shift to the left. 
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